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Overview
Large scale Seismology:

an observational field

Data (Seismic source) + Instrument (Seismometer) 
-> Observations (seismograms)
Historical evolution: Ray theory, Normal mode 
theory, Numerical techniques (SEM, NM-SEM)
Scientific Issues: earthquakes (Sumatra-Andaman 
earthquake) 
NM-SEM and time reversal
Anisotropic structure of the Earth

Seismic Experiment: Plume detection



Hotspots - Plumes







Classical Plume Model (Nataf, 1999)



Definition of plume:  thermal instability in a boundary layer:
- Core-mantle boundary
- Transition Zone (400-660- 1000km)?
- Asthenosphere- lithosphere? 

But

-Is the plume model correct?
-What is their geodynamical role?
-What is their biological role?

-What is their structure, their origin at depth?

-Are there really several types of plumes?



Expected Effects of plume on seismic data

- Thermal effect: ∆T>0 => δVS<0, δVP<0

- Upwelling flow =>crystal alignment by LPO
Weak azimuthal seismic anisotropy, 
VSV>VSH (ξ<1: radial seismic anisotropy)

- Large attenuation => low quality factor Q

- Thinning of the Transition zone thickness
(410km deflected downward, 660km upward)

Detection of a Plume



H/Φ  ≈ 20 => at least 40 stations (2 per λ)
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Plume affects not only S-wave velocity
distribution but also seismic anisotropy



Plume affects not only S-wave distribution 
but also seismic anisotropy

- Head: Not a problem

- Conduit: difficult to detect

∆α: Anisotropy Effect => VSV

∆T: Temperature Effect => VSV

Opposite effects

Head

Conduit



(Montagner, 2002)



(Kaminski and Ribe, 2001)

Azimuthal anisotropy

Plume





A plume is very difficult to detect below asthenosphere
(narrow conduit ≈150km, small velocity contrast ≈1-2%)

Head is easier to detect: large lateral extent, interaction 
with lithosphere, asthenosphere, or continent

Indirect detection through the perturbation of  flow 
pattern around plume

Several regional investigations: Resolution 500km

Horn of Africa (Debayle et al., 2000; Sicilia et al., 2003) 



RitsemaRitsema et al., 2000et al., 2000

GlobalGlobal
ScaleScale



(Sicilia et al., 2004)

Horn of Africa



(Sebai et al., 2006)



King & King & RitsemaRitsema, 1999, 1999
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(Debayle et al., 2001)



Plate Motion



(Montagner and Ritsema, 2001)



(Montagner, 2002)



Future Plate boundary within the Pacific plate?

N

S



VPL = ΩPL x OM

ΨPL

Ψα (Ωα , Ωα
antip)

Ψα

Ψα - ΨPL               
Angular difference (in degrees)

Pacific Plate



ΩPAC
NNR

ΩPAC
HS3 Ωα



Ωα





(Crambes and Davaille, 2002)





δ

8δ= ∆

∆≈ 2000km => δ ≈ 250km(Kaminski and Ribe, 2001)



Plume Detection

Indirect detection of plumes through Azimuthal and Radial anisotropies.
Two families of plumes have been detected:

- 1st kind is a consequence of small scale convection (<300km). 
- 2nd kind originates from deep in the mantle: transition zone (410-660km).

Complex interaction Plume-lithosphere-asthenosphere:secondary scale of 
convection.
Active hotspots in central Pacific and Africa participate to the reorganization of 
plate boundaries (New Plate boundaries).
Lower Mantle plume not yet clearly detected because it cannot be detected with 
present seismic data
Theoretical  and Observational challenges



BananaBanana--
Doughnut TheoryDoughnut Theory

((DahlenDahlen et al.)et al.)

Application to Application to 
global global 

tomographytomography
((MontelliMontelli et al., et al., 
Science, 2004)Science, 2004)



Anisotropy- Geodynamics Relationship

Gaboret et al., 2003



(Gaboret et al., 2003)

Anisotropy
and 

Fluid dynamics 
modeling



Transition 
Zone 

Average model of radial anisotropy ξ

(Montagner and Kennett, 1996)

Anisotropy at larger depth



Trampert and van Heijst, 2002

2
Azimuthal
Anisotropy G

Depth: 650km



Beucler et al., 2006



-Heterogenous Anisotropy in the Transition zone
- Detection of boundary layers => Need for numerical modeling

CONCLUSIONS

Gaboret et al., 2003



CONCLUSIONSCONCLUSIONS

•• Progress in instrumentation (Ocean bottom, Planet Progress in instrumentation (Ocean bottom, Planet 
Mars; Spatial exploration)Mars; Spatial exploration)

•• Ray Theory Ray Theory -- Normal Modes  Normal Modes  --> Numerical Methods > Numerical Methods 
more and more powerful and accurate by using more and more powerful and accurate by using 
more and more powerful computers.more and more powerful computers.

•• From  Global scale  towards regional scaleFrom  Global scale  towards regional scale--
Incorporation of new parameters (anisotropy, Incorporation of new parameters (anisotropy, 
anelasticityanelasticity) in tomography) in tomography

•• Systematic Multidisciplinary Approach: Systematic Multidisciplinary Approach: 
Confrontation of seismological results with Confrontation of seismological results with 
numerical and laboratory experimentsnumerical and laboratory experiments




